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Meet Wilbur, who won’t wash his hands after going potty. Wilma, who waits too long…and
sometimes doesn’t make it in time. And Freddie, who’s afraid to flush. These are just a few of the
preschool animals who need a little help with their bathroom etiquette! With wit and good
humor, Hope Vestergaard presents a unique “toilet basics” guide for toddlers. It covers
everything from lifting the seat and closing the door to planning ahead when you’re on a trip. All
told in cheerful rhyme, with hilarious illustrations, it’s a fun way to handle a serious subject.PLAN
AHEAD! DON’T WAIT TOO LONG! GO POTTY BEFORE YOU SLEEP! EXCUSE
YOURSELF! KNOCK FIRST! BE SURE TO LIFT UP THE SEAT! CLOSE THE DOOR!
DON’T LOLLYGAG! NEVER FORGET TO WIPE!WASH YOUR HANDS! ZIP AND
FLUSH!     ALWAYS TURN OUT THE LIGHT!

From School Library JournalPreSchool-K—"Most critters are quite tidy:/a clean and pleasant lot./
But now and then you'll meet a few/young beasties who are not." So begins this humorous guide
that addresses checking one's zipper, washing hands with soap, lifting the toilet seat, and
remembering to flush. All of these rules are taught in a preschool setting, with animal characters.
The rhyming text is humorous without being silly, and gives some important instruction. At the
end of each description of a given problem, there is a reminder of the correct behavior in a larger
font ("Stanley, use the toilet!"). There isn't really a gross-out factor with this book—all of the
behaviors and descriptions are appropriate for the audience. The funny situations will make for
uproarious reading. The animal characters are endearing and friendly, with slightly exaggerated
tails, ears, and noses. Potty Animals is a practical yet fun addition.—Susan E. Murray, Glendale
Public Library, AZ(c) Copyright 2010. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media
Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.From BooklistKids will learn the rules of toilet training in
this cheerful, rhyming picture book that introduces a cast of “young beasties” who make
mistakes in their preschool’s potty until they realize how to handle all the aspects of hygiene,
cleanliness, privacy, and finishing up (“flush and zip”).Wilma tends to wait too long before she
goes to the potty, and sometimes she is too late. Freddie is afraid to flush, so he acts like he
forgets. Helga reads and dreams on the toilet while a line of kids wait to use it. In the schoolyard,
Arnold is great at shooting the ball in the net, but when it is time to go to the bathroom, he isn’t
always accurate; he hits the lid, then the floor: “Yuck! Lift the seat.” Benji, who tends to barge in
on others, learns his lesson when someone does the same to him: “Knock first!” Never
intimidating, this informative, fun title, illustrated in smooth, candy-colored artwork, shows that
everyone can mess up, get over it, and learn to change. Preschool. --Hazel Rochman
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P is for Potty! (Sesame Street) (Lift-the-Flap) Big Girls Use the Potty!



JD, “Great for Advanced Potty Training, Preschool Age and Up. My daughter LOVES this book!
Definitely in her Top 5 of favorite potty books. We have a full potty library, about 15-20 books,
and this is a great one. The rhymes and illustrations make this a winner. My husband and I read
this in a humorous way for her to make her laugh. It's really easy to make this funny for kids if you
try.This is probably best for kids who are potty trained but need help remembering etiquette,
hygiene, and other important things. Great for preschool and kindergarten aged kids, since a lot
of the book focuses on toilet etiquette and things which make an impact on kids in a social
setting like preschool, daycare, school, etc. Many of these are important for all kids, whether in a
social setting or not. I recommend it for ages 3-6, but I know some adults who could stand to
read this as well! The setting is Sycamore Preschool, so that should give you an idea of the age
group this is meant for.Unlike many potty training books, this addresses the need to stop playing
and go to the toilet right away. This is a big problem in my house. My daughter gets involved in a
task or game and doesn't want to stop playing to go to the toilet.In the back of the book is a little
rhyme to summarize the whole book which is really cute."Plan ahead! Don't wait too long! Go
potty before you sleep!Excuse yourself! Knock first! Be sure to lift up the seat!Close the door!
Don't lollygag! Never forget to wipe!Wash your hands! Flush and zip! Always turn out the
light!"This addresses some issues which are mainly for males, like lifting the seat and aiming
correctly. One little boy prefers to pee behind a tree instead of going inside to the toilet. But this
is a good book for boys and girls. Wilma, Helga, Roxanne, and Sukey are featured too. If your
kids can't read yet you could make this more personal by using his or her names for an issue
they need to focus on. It might help things hit home for them, or just make them laugh!”

D. Rynne, “Hilarious!. This book is great! It covers you from beginning of potty training for years
after. Our 2yo remembers the catchy phrases and challenges each animal faces as they work on
independence in the bathroom. We read a lot of books and I love the writing and the illustrations.
It's our favorite toilet training book! We all chuckle!”

raven, “LOVE THIS BOOK!!!. Great book to teach young children about good potty manners. I
started reading it to my daughter at 18 months and we still enjoy it, so I bought extra copies to
save for her future children.  Highly recommend.”

EM, “Great bathroom book. My 2 year old daughter LOVES this book! It is one of her favorite
bathroom books. I skip over some of the pages because I don’t want to give her ideas—fear of
flushing, peeing outside, etc. If you have a child who has some of these behaviors, I feel like this
is a great way to address them. Highly recommend!”

Caroline, “Great for reminding kids who are already trained. I initially discovered this book when
we were having issues with our firstborn, she was regressing and when she was about 4 we



checked this book out from the library and it really helped remind her of all of the things that
needed to be done, in a fun way! My daughters issue was not wanting to stop what she was
doing to go potty, so we really put emphasis on the page about "Wilma" who "waits too long."I
bought this book for my 2 year old who has just started potty training. She doesn't really care
much for it, but I know she'll grow into it.Over all it's a fun, colorful book full of cute animals with
little rhymes to help kids remember all of the steps to going potty and proper potty etiquette.”

Mimichele, “I did not see much entertainment here as I expected but it the kids LOVE IT and
giggle non-stop. I have to be honest, I did not see much entertainment here as I expected but it
the kids LOVE IT and giggle non-stop. I keep trying to figure out why but I guess it doesn't
matter since they obviously like it and ask me to read over and over. I have also been able to ask
them if they are a wilbur etc... and they know immediately what I am talking about. My only
complaint is that I don't think the names are that easy to remember as going to which character
and that would be easier for me to recant the lessons in the book.Kids are 3 yrs old and 5.”

Oly, “Yup, it’s a keeper. Very nice quality book. We love the rhythm of the story and I (mom) like
the bathroom rules it explains. I definitely recommend and would buy it again. The one thing I
noticed that I didn’t see when I bought it was the book cover has the picture you see here. It has
the title of the book. But if you remove the cover it’s just pictures of the animals. I don’t mind it but
just something to point out.”

MommyMargie, “Best Potty Book that my Dtr loves to read. Great book to introduce potty
training.  My 3 y/o has memorized all the rules.  So cute, she got a copy of the book for her BFF.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fun Book. Really fun story that covers toilet etiquette that you might not
think of when teaching your child to use the potty. Hard covered, good quality.”

aaronc, “Entertaining intro to bathroom etiquette. Fun, funny, informative, and no-pressure.”

Unknown, “Five Stars. My daughter loved it.”

The book by Norman Bridwell has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 137 people have provided feedback.
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